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Modeling Seasonal Variation of Sea Ice in Prydz Bay, Antarctica
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Prydz Bay, Antarctica, is partially covered by sea ice throughout the year. The distribution of sea ice and its annual vari-
ation are mainly controlled by meteorological conditions and ocean currents. A high-resolution regional ice–ocean coupled
model is developed for the study of seasonal sea ice variation in Prydz Bay. The model domain encompasses Prydz Bay with
a resolution of 1/6� ×1/12�. Forcing fields are computed from 6-hourly NCEP reanalysis. Seasonal sea ice variation charac-
teristics and typical polynyas are well reproduced. Ice over 1.5-m-thick piles up at the east end of the West Ice Shelf (WIS)
as a result of the westward coastal current. The ocean-to-ice heat transfer parameterization has a significant influence on
the sea ice evolution in the melting season. Comparison experiments show that atmosphere and ocean dynamics, combined
with complex coastal topography, play an important role in the large-scale sea ice distribution along the coast.

INTRODUCTION

The extent and thickness of sea ice have a significant influence
on the global climate system. The ice–albedo feedback mecha-
nism greatly enhances the climate response (Lemke et al., 2007).
Sea ice can also act as an insulating layer, limiting heat loss
from the ocean to the atmosphere. The extent of sea ice around
Antarctica varies from about 19 × 106 km2 in the austral win-
ter to about 3 × 106 km2 in the summer (Cavalieri et al., 2003).
The yearly formation of sea ice injects salt into the ocean, mak-
ing the water denser and causing it to flow downward as part of
the deep circulation (Kusaharak et al., 2011). This cold and very
salty water includes Antarctic Bottom Water and Antarctic Inter-
mediate Water (Johnson, 2008).

Most observational and modeling studies have focused on the
Arctic Ocean (Martin and Gerdes, 2007; Zhang et al., 2010);
fewer have been conducted in the Southern Ocean, especially in
East Antarctica. In the Antarctic, most observations are carried
out during the summer season because of hostile weather and the
increased presence of sea ice during the winter, both of which
limit traditional research methods. Therefore, adopting a reliable
sea ice–ocean coupled model, including an atmosphere model to
simulate sea ice, ocean, and atmospheric change, is an effective
alternative to observational research (Timmermann et al., 2004).

Prydz Bay is an embayment in the East Antarctic margin
between 66�E and 79�E. The ocean circulation in this area is
driven by an atmosphere–ocean interaction that is moderated by
the presence of sea ice. Zhongshan Station, a Chinese Antarc-
tic scientific expedition station, is at the mouth of Prydz Bay.
Detailed information on sea ice (concentration, thickness and
strength) and the ocean environment obtained using modeling will
benefit the scientific expeditions based at Zhongshan. In this study,
we develop a high-resolution sea ice–ocean coupled model cover-
ing the Prydz Bay area (50�E–100�E, 75�S–55�S). Our aim is to
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provide a general overview of the seasonal characteristics of sea
ice in the Prydz Bay region.

MODEL CONFIGURATION

The coupled ice–ocean model developed for this study is in the
framework of the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the
Ocean, Phase II (ECCO2) project (Menemenlis et al., 2008), and
is based on the MIT General Circulation Model (MITgcm) and a
dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice model (Losch et al., 2010).

Ocean Model

The ocean component of the model is based on the MITgcm,
a numerical model designed for studying atmosphere, ocean and
climate. The nonhydrostatic formulation of the MITgcm enables
it to simulate fluid phenomena over a wide range of scales; its
adjoint capability enables it to be applied to parameter and state
estimation problems. By employing fluid isomorphisms, 1 hydro-
dynamical kernel can be used to simulate flow in both atmosphere
and ocean (Marshall et al., 2004). In our configuration, the hydro-
static approximation is adopted.

Sea Ice Model

The sea ice component is a dynamic-thermodynamic sea ice
model with a viscous-plastic rheology (Hibler, 1979). By default,
the sea ice package includes the original zero-layer thermody-
namics (Hibler, 1980) with a snow cover accounting for the
effect of flooding (Maksym and Jeffries, 2000). However, pre-
vious research has revealed that the zero-layer thermodynamic
model assumes that ice does not store heat, and therefore tends
to exaggerate the seasonal variability in ice thickness (Zhang and
Rothrock, 2001). This exaggeration can be significantly reduced
by using Semtner’s (1995) 3-layer thermodynamic model that per-
mits heat storage in ice. More recently, the 3-layer thermodynamic
model has been reformulated by Winton (2000). The reformula-
tion improves model physics by representing the brine content of
the upper ice with a variable heat capacity. It also improves model
numerics and consumes less computer time and memory. (Details
can be found at http://mitgcm.org.) The Winton (2000) sea ice
thermodynamics have been ported to the MITgcm and used in




